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LAWS OF FLORIDA

CHAPTER 83-117

CHAPTER 83-117

and the federal courts relating to s. 5(a)(l) of the Federal Trade
Commission Act (15 U.S.C. 45(a)(l)), as fpeffl E>ffle Ee tiffle amended
�n<:l__in effect on A_pri l 1, 1983.
Section 2. Subsection
is amended to read:
501.205

( 2)

of section 501. 205, Florida Statutes,

Rulemaking power.--

(2) All substantive rules afta Pe�H•aE>efle promulgated under this
part shall be consistent with the rules, regulations, and decisions
of

the

Federal

Trade

Commission

and

the

federal

courts

in

interpreting the provisions of s. 5(a)(l) of the Federal Trade
Commission Act (15 U.S.C. 45(a)(l)), as £reffl tiffle te tiffle amended and
in effect on April 1, 1983.
Section 3.

Section

read:

501.2075

Civil

501.2075,

Florida

penalty.--Any

Statutes,

person,

is

firm,

created to

corporation,

association, or entity( or agent or employee of the foregoii:!9, who
engages in any act or practice declared in this part to be unlawful,

or who violates any of the rules of the Department of Legal Affairs
promulgated under this part, with actual knowledge or knowledge

fairly 1mpl1ed on the basis of objective circumstances that such act
is unfair or deceptive or 1s prohibited by rule, shall be liable for

a civil penalty of not more than
This

$5,000

for

each

such

violation.

civil penalty may be recovered 1n any action brought under this

part by the enforcing

authority,

or

the

enforcing

authority

��

terminate any investigation or action upon agreement by the perso�...L
firm, corporation, association, or entity, or agent or emplo����f

the

foregoing, to pay a stipulated civil penalty.

The department or

the court may waive any such c1v1l penalty if the person,
firm,
corporation, association, or entity or agent or employee of the
foregoing, has previously made full restitution or reimbursement, or
has paid actual damages to the consumers who have been injured by the
unlawful act or practice or rule violation.
Civil penalties so
collected shall accrue to the state and be deposited as received into
tJ,�General Revenue Fund unallocated.

This act shall take effect upon becoming a law.

Section 4.

Approved by the Governor June 13, 1983.
Filed in Office Secretary of State June 14, 1983.
CHAPTER 83-118
Committee Substitute for House Bill No. 145
An

act

relating

to

game

promotions;

amending

s.

849.094(l)(a), (3), (4), (5), (8)(b), and (10), Florida
Statutes, and adding paragraph (e) to subsection (2)
thereof; redefining the term

that

it

is

unlawful

11

game promotion";

providing

for a game operator to require an

entry fee, payment, or proof of purchase as

a

condition

of entering a game promotion; requiring a $100 filing fee

with respect to certain game promotions;

operators

to

establish

trust
382

accounts

requiring

game

in a described
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manner;
providing for surety bonds; authorizing the
department to waive such requirements under certain
circumstances;
deleting the requirement of newspaper
publication of winners' lists, providing an alternative

method of informing the public, and extending

times

for

filing; requiring operators to provide a copy of the list
of winners upon request to any person; providing that the

Department of Legal Affairs may enforce the provisions of

the section in circuit court rather than in the Supreme
Court;
deleting exclusion pertaining to game promotions

conducted in less than three retail outlets; providing an
effective date.

Be It Enacted by the Legislature of the State of Florida:
Section 1. Paragraph (a) of subsection (1), subsections (3), (4),
and (5), paragraph (b) of subsection (8), and subsection (10) of

section

849.094, Florida Statutes, are amended, and paragraph (e} is

added to subsection (2) of said section, to read:

849.094 Game promotion
products or services.--

(1)

in

connection

with

sale

of

consumer

As used in this section:

(a)
''Game promotion'' means, but 1s not limited to, � llcontest,ll
conducted w1th1n or
llgame of chance, or ll aR8 llgift enterprise,
throughout the state and other states in connection with the sale of
consumer products or services, andU in which the elements of chance
and prize are present.
However,
"game promotion n shall not be
construed to apply to bingo games or guest games conducted pursuant

to s. 849. 093.
(2)

It is unlawful for any operator:

(e) To require an entry fee, payment, or proof of purchase as a
condition of entering the game promotion.

(3) A¼¼ rtt¼ee aftei re�tt±a�•ene premtt¼�a�eel ey The operator of a
eHeft game promotion in which the total announced value of the prizes
offered is greater than $5,000 shall file Mtte� ee ••¼eel with the
Department of Legal Affairs a copy of the rules

the

game

promotion

and

a

and

regulations

of

11st of all prizes and prize categories
offered at least 30 days prior to >ft aelvanee ef the commencement of
the
game promotion.
Such rules and regulations aftei may not

thereafter be changed, modified, or altered.

The operator of a

game

promotion 6Heft PHiee aftS Pe,Hia�iefte shall Be conspicuously post the
rules and regulations of such game promotion peeteS in each and every
retail outlet or place where such game promotion may be played or

participated in by the public and shall also publish

regulations

therewith.

rules

and

rules

and

Radio and television announcements may indicate that

the

Be

the

pH9i�eHeS in all advertising copy used 1n connection

regulations

are

available at retail outlets or from the

operator of the promotion. A nonrefundable filing fee of $100 shall
accompany each filing and shall be deposited into the Consumer Frauds
Trust Fund and utilized for the enforcement of this section or for
the purposes specified in s. 501.2101(2).
(4)(a)
announced

eeneh,eteel

Every operator of such a game promotion in which the total
value of the prizes offered is greater than $5,000
etate shall establish a trust account, in a national
383
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or state-chartered financial institution, with a balance sufficient
to pay or purchase the total value of all prizes offered. On a form
supplied by the Department of Legal Affairs, an official of the
financial institution holding the trust account shall set forth···the
dollar amount of the trust account, the identity of the entity_· oE
1nd1v1dual

establishing

the trust account, and the'name of_the_game

promotion for which the trust account has been established.
Such
form shall be filed with the Department of Legal Affairs at least.30
days in advance of the commencement of the game promot1on.
In lieu
of establishing such trust account, the operator may obtain a surety
bond.,. wi:\ft e'tlii!:e!:es\ e'tl.reti:ee,- in an amount equivalent to the t'otal
value of all prizes offered, and such bond shall be filed with the
Department of Legal Affairs at least 30 days in advance of the
commencement of the game promotion.
A eepy ef a eer�¼ftea�e e£
se�ee,� >Hsiea�tft! �ke e&¼aftee ef �ke �rMe� aeeeMft� er ei �ke eefts
eka¼¼ ee fi¼es wi�k tke Be�artMeft� ef he!a¼ Aifaire e>fflM¼�&fteette¼y
wt\k tke filtft� ei r�¼ee aftd re,'tl¼atieHe ae kere½ft prev½8e8 7 te�etker
w�\k a ¼iet ef a¼¼ prt�ee aaa �r��e eate�er�ee efferea� Hewever, the
9epartMeft\ ef
para•�apk fer

be�ai Affaire May waive �ke previeiene e£ £�ie
afty e�era�er wke Hae eeftfttte�eS �affle preffle�tefte iR �he

etate fer net ¼eee �k&ft § eefteeeMtive ye&re afts wke kee ftet kes aAy
ertMiftaiT er a8Miftie�ra�ive ae�ieft �Ae�ittt�ea e�atAe� fi�M hy
tke BeparlMeft� ef be!&¼ Aif&ire £er vie¼&�>Bft ef �k•e eeet,eft w>tR>ft
�ka� §�year ,erieS� Stte� waiver MAY �e revekea tt�eft �fte eeMMieeieA
ef a Yieia�ieR ef �ftie eee��eft ey etteft epera�er ae 8e�erfflifte6 By �ke
9e�ar�Meft� ei he!a¼ Aff&,re,
etvil7

Ltet The moneys ee held in the trust account eeerew er tke eeAa
ekaii at a¼¼ tiMee e�a¼ �ke tet&¼ BfflBttft� ef tfte pri�ee eiierea,
Hefteye may be withdrawn, ireM tiMe te t,Merin order to pay the prizes

offered only upon certification to the Department of Legal Affairs of
the name of the winner or winners and the amount of the prize or
prizes and er the value thereof.

2. If the operator of a game promotion obtains a surety bond in
lieu of the trust account, the amount of the surety bond shall equal
at all times the total amount of the prizes offered.
(b)

The

Department

of Legal Affairs may waive the provisions of

this subsection for any operator who has conducted game promotions 1n

the state for not less than 5 consecutive years and who has not had
any civil, criminal, or administrative action instituted against him
by the Department of Legal Affairs for violation of this section
within that 5-year period. Such waiver may be revoked upon the
commission of a violation of this section by such operator as
determined by the Department of Legal Affairs.
(5) Every operator of eMek a game promotion in which the total
announced value of the prizes offered is greater than ·_$5,_000
eeft&Me�es >ft �ke etate shall provide the Department of Legal Affairs
with a certified list of the aose¼ese te �ke �tte¼ie names and
addresses of all persons, whether from Florida or from another state,
who have won prizes having a value of more than $25, the value of
such prizes, and the dates when the prizes were won, ey ptte¼ieatieft
�ft a ftewepa�e� e£ �efterai eirettia�iea
wi�ftin �fte ieeai �ee��apRie
area wfteFeift eHe� �ame was �iayeST Matft�ained; er epe�a�e67 within 60

3Q days

after

such

winners

have

been

finally

determined.

The

operator shall provide a copy of the list of winners, without charge,

In lieu of the foregoing, the
to any person who requests it.
operator of a game promotion may, at his option, publish the same
information about the winners in a Florida newspaper of general
384
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circulation within 60 days after such winners have been determined,
and shall provide the Department of Legal Affairs a certified CQ.PL.!'i
the___ publicat1on __containing _ _ �he 1nfot�mat1on �b�u_:t the_ winners. _ The
9p�r���!'.___�.f _ �--5l�E:- p_;.:.9m�t.1_c;,_n __ s!1:�)_l not l?�-��-q�� .r;_�_d_ t_�_ !)_g_tj. fy _!1__ �,!.I_1�e_,;
�y_mail or by telepl_!o��-w!:!�!1- _!:ll�!i�!!_n�_r 1s already 1n-1?2�§�_§.§�on_o� �
game card from which the Wlnner himself can determine that he has won
·a-c1e·s1gnatea-·pn-ze-� -A--eer"-€!:£�-e--e1· i�_s_e._ fke�eef-slile¼¼-be ·e;ffl�il:f\Re�"tte'-ly
f•½es w•�h the Be�a��ffleHt ef be�ai Affa•�e, All winning entries shall
be held by the operator for a period of 90 e9 days after the close or
completion of such game.
( 8)

(b) Whenever the Department of Legal Affairs has reason to
believe that e�eft a game promotion 1s being operated 1n violation of
this section, it may bring an action 1n the q�rcu1_t court_ of __any
judicial circuit in which the g}'me _ promotion __ is _beir�g __ ol'_erated
SHJ'�eme Sett�� in the name and on behalf of the people of the state
against any operator thereof to enJoin the continued operation
anywhere within the state of such game promotion.
(10) Tftte eeetteH ehaii Het app¼y te a gaffle preMet,e" eeHsHetea
iH ¼eee �haH thpee �eta�l ett�ie�e er a� p¼8ees where e�eh �eMe
�refflet,eft ffl6Y se piayes er pa�t•e•�ates '" ey the pHei,e- �eth•ft�
ftereiH This section shall not apply to actions or transactions
regulated by the Department - of Business Regulation or to the
(?r t� __any _oth�r____9��i.i�iz�t10��
_
_ 1011s
a_�1;,1v.:1 t��s __ �f__ n9!1ei--of1 t 0�9at}lZa�
_ n__th�__§_<!!_�_ 9-�- S:S?.IJ.�U�ei;
�!!_g_�9�-�iJ� -��t_�!-:E!:_ 1: ��--�t!_,.��_t_!la
_ _� t_� _ o �
_ __ Pr??u
services.
----Section 2.

This act shall take effect July 1, 1983.

Approved by the Governor June 13, 1983.
Filed in Office Secretary of State June 14, 1983.
CHAPTER 83-119
House Bill No. 429
An

act relating to arrests; amending s. 901.15(1), Florida
Statutes; changing peace officer to law enforcement
for
warrant
without
arrests
permitting
officer;
ordinances,
county
of
violations
certain
under
circumstances; amending s. 901 25(1), Florida Statutes,
redefining the term 11 fresh pursuit" to include v1olat1ons
of chapter 316, Florida Statutes, and county ordinances;
providing an effective date.

Be It Enacted by the Legislature of the State of Florida:
Section 1. Subsection (1) of section 901.15, Florida Statutes, is
amended to read:
901.15 When arrest by officer without warrant is lawful --A law
enforcement }'ee.ee officer may arrest a person without a warrant whe"J1:
(1) The person has committed a felony or misdemeanor or violated
a rnunic1pal or county ordinance in the presence of the officer.
385
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By Representative L R Hawkins
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A bill to be entitled
An act relating to game promotions; amending s.
849.094(l)(a), (3), (4), (5), (B)(b), and {10),
Florida Statutes, and adding paragraph {e) to
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"game promotion"; providing that 1.t is unlawful
£or a game operator to require an entry fee,

�

�a

µo

u

�ubsection (2) thereof; redefining the term

131
I

promotions; requiring game operators to
establish trust accounts in a described manner;
providing for surety bonds; requiring that a

"I

list of all prizes and prize categories be

,. I

authorizing the department to waive such

151
17

filed with the Departmen� of Legal Affairs;
requi�ements under certain circumstances;

16

deleting the requirement of newspaper

19

publication of winners• lists, providing an

20

alternat ive method of informing the public, and

21

22

extending times for filing; requiring operators
to provide a copy of the list of winners upon

"

request to any person; providing that the

24

Department of Legal Affairs may enforce the

25

provisions of the section in circuit court

26

rather than in the Supreme Court; deleting

27

exclusion pertaining to game promotions

28

conducted 1n less than three retail outlets;

29

providing an effective date.

JO

31

Be It Enacted by the Legislature of fhe State of Florida:

84-71-1-3

84-71-1-3
Section l.

Paragraph (a) of subsection (l),,

subsections {3), {4), and (5), paragraph (b) of subsection

2.5

said section, to read:

2.11

849.094

Game promotion in connection with sale of

consumer produc ts or services.-8

(!)

9

(a)

11

12

13

14

15

16

17

18

19

20
21

22
23

24

25

26

21

�

29

As used in this section:

"Game promotion" means, but is not limited to,

"contest," "game of chance," and "gift enterprise," in which

conducted within or th roughout the state or within or

throughout the state and other states.

However, "game

promotion" shall not be con strued to apply to bingo games or

guest games conducted pursuant to s. 849.093.
(e)

To require an entry fee, payment, or proof of

purchase as a condition of entering the game promotion.
(3)

All rules and regulations promulgated by the

operator of such game promot�on, where the total announced

2.9

2.12

the total announced value of the prizes offered is greater

(4) (a)

2.u

2.16

2. 22

10

l:lus

2.28

1,qq

13

2.38

2.41

l6

17
18

2.47

19

2.50

20

2.55

advance of the commencement of the game promotion and may not

2.66

23

regulations shall be conspicuously posted in each and every

2.75

or participated in by the public and shall be published in all
advertising copy used in connection therewith.

Radio and

television announcements may indicate that the rules and

30 � regulations' are available at retail outlets or

-�i 31 ; op'erator of the promotion.
,

' - "

�

'

A ·nonrefundable filin
,2

��• ,. -,, '\ COOING: Word, I"� ..._.,.. typ, ort d,1,tlOflt, fro• uhtl•t low;_,

institution, with a balance sufficient to pay or purchase the

3.45

On a form supplied by the

I

dollar amount of the trust account, the identity of the entity
or individual establishing the trust account, and the name of

22

2.62

24

2.70

:

25

"
"I

'

,,

2.84
3.4

29

I

,;30

l l 31

established.

Such form shall be filed with the Department of

Legal Affairs at least 30 days in advance of the commencement

of the game promotion,

In lieu of establishing _such trust

3".55
3.59

3. 63

3.66

3. 70

3.73

3.79

account, the operator may obtain� bond, with sufficient

sureties, in an amount equivalent to the total value of all
prizes offered and such surety bond shall be filed with the
Department of Legal Affairs at·least 30 days in�advance 0£ the

commencement of the game promotion. A-ee!'y-ef-a-eer-ti-£:i:eate ,•t
ee-aepeart-rftti:t-eat�n�-the-Ba¼artee-ef-the-t�tt�t-aeeettnt-er,-ef
&i¼Q.-&aAQ-sRal:J.-be-E-!-¼ed-w!-th-t:,he-Bepar-tment-eE-.Eie,al:-Affai-r,s . •�

s���k&aReaus¼�-w¼eh-ehe-Ei¼rn�-ef-�u¼es-an:9-�e!�¼ae¼efts-aa

&eE-e-Ht-�:E-Ov-rtie&r-e&1Jet-he�-Wkt:h-a-1':t-sb-e£-al:¼-pr-t'ae&-and-pt1i-aeJ
ea��i-es-e��er-ed-r--Hewe-ver-r-i:-he-Sepa�tffl:ent-e£-.Eiel}al:-A!fa¼rsi
ma.y:-wai-v-e-&fte-�E-eYr&¼en:=,-eE-Mti5--!'&J:agt1aph-fer--any-eperatOr, ';!_:•-

1

whe-haa-eelt&1:teeed-�aJ'lle-p�met:iens-in-efte-seate-ier-ttet-¼ess�6�,
'=haR-§.--eenseettt:�..,.e-ye&r-s-and-whe-has-net-had-any-e:i:Y�:i:: 7:1 , _ 1; '?.?} ·
3

3.48

3,52

isl the game promotion for which the trust account has been

2.44

retail outlet or place where such game promotion may be played 2.79

3.41

institution holding the trust account shall set forth the

14)

value of the prizes offered is greater than $51 000 1 must be

such rules and

than $5,ooo, eon�ttete6-in-tfte-s�ate shall establish a trust

total value of all prizes 9ffered.

12

3,33

3.36

Department of Legal Affairs, an official of the financial

11

21

thereafter be changed, mod ified, or altered.

Every operator of such a game promotion, where

account, in a national or state-chartered financial

2.59

filed with the Department of Legal Affairs at least 30 days 1.n

3.23

enforcement of this section or for the purposes specified in,,,.' 3.27
s. 501.2101(2).
3.28

2.41

It is unlawful for any operator:

3,20

the Consumer Frauds Trust Fund and utilized for the

2.13

the elements of chance and prize are present and which is

(2)

shall accompany each such filing and shall be deposited into

2.2

{8), and subsection (10) of section 849.094, Florida Statutes,

are amended, and paragraph (e) is added to subsection (2) of

lO

1.83

3� 82·
4.2

4.6

4:10

84-71-1-3

84-71-1-3

•
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wr�hi-R-�hae-S-yeaE--per-:!:edT--Stteft-wa:!:Yer--may-Be-r-eve�ed-�pert

JI �Ae-e&!Mtrs�reR-ei:-a-'o"i-e�a�reR-ef-�hrs-see��eR-8y-s�eR-eperate�
5! as-Qe�e�MreeS-By-ehe-9epaE-emeRe-ef:-heEJa%-A££at�ST

,I

(b)

A list of all prizes and prize categories offered

71 shall also be filed with the Department of Legal Affairs at
I

sl least 30 days in advance of the commencement of the game
9/ promotion.

4.49

4.53

4.56

;,

2

,

,,,,

4.66

4.74

9

14 i certification to the Department of Legal Affairs of the name

5.11

13

15i of the winner or winners and the amount of the prize or prizes

5.20

15

17 I

5.25

\7

5,32

19

{d)

However, the Deoartment of Legal Affairs may waive

18) the provisions of this subsection for any operator who has
191 conducted game Promotions in the state for not less than 5

20i consecutive yea.cs and who has not had any civ1l, criminal, or

21' administrative action instituted against him by the Department
22! of Legal Affairs for violation of th1s section within that 523' year period.

Such waiver may be revoked upon the commission

241 of a violation of this section by such operator as determined

25

"

by the Department of Legal Affairs.
{5)

Every Operator of 5tteh a game promot1on conducted

27, in the state, which game promotion is required to be

28

reg�stered under this section, shall provide the Department of

n: Legal Affairs with a certified list of e�9e}:e9e-ee-tffe-ptt�¼¼e
JO' names and addresses of all persons, whether from Florida or

JI ( from another state, who have won prizes having a value of more

4
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operator for a period o'f .2.Q.,68 days after,�the close or' '\ ,1'J
L':),,

fl/

J'r•

completion of such game.
(8)

(b)

Whenever the Department of Legal Affairs has

reason to believe that etteh a game promotion is being operated

in violation of this section, it may bring an action in the

1S

behalf of the people ot the state against any operator thereof

promotion 1s being operated Sttp�effle-ee��t in the name and on

to enJoin the continued operation anywhere within the state of

20

such game promotion.

"I
22

23

24

27

5.78

1_11,"!:..,�:•'

circuit court of any 7ud1cial circuit ln which the game

5.61

5.13

, , 1

16

5.52

5.67

'r•

,

' 1

14

25

5.57

_

All winning entries shall be held by,the >

ll

5.8

16) or the value thereof.

,. e;,

¼f5�-theree£-Sft�-!¼-Be-5½ffl�¼t�ftee�S¼y,£f¼ed-w4th-the-Bepartffleftt
;

5.5

131 time, in order to pay the prizes offered only upon

[,,

,, '

12

5.1

-•·"'r�,

person who requests the same from the operator •. A-eert¼£¼ed

4.69

4.73

, ,,:_1�

such winners have been finally determined., The operator shall
-,1i ,r,
r,::,;.i..: Jt.1 , ,, ,, .. ,,_ •�'!.!SU
,, Ji
rovide without char e a coP of the list'of, winners to an

4.63

11! or the surety bond shall at all times equal the total amount
121 of the prizes offered. Moneys may be withdrawn, from time to

j

e'!:rett-!ut.-1:e-n-w':!:tfl.¼n-�fte-¼eee.¼-,ee'jrapk-ie--ci�a-wftere¼rt-stteh-'Jal'lle

was-p-layed7-ffla.¼n.t.a±fted7 -er-epe:rate,h � w;\thin 60 atl days after/

10

The moneys so held in the trust account eserew

prizes were won,,ey-p�B±±ea�¼en-¼n-a-Rewspaper-ef-,efte�al:

4.60

l:los

10 !

than $25, the value of ·such ,prizes, and the date's when the

"

28

29

30
3)

!

(10)

Ph��-see��en-sha¼¼-nee-oppl:y-�-a-�affle-p�emotfen

eefiel!e&eci--�n-¼e��-ehaft-ehree-reeb�¼-o��¼ees-or-oe-�¼aees-wftere
s��R-gam&-?rame��eA-may-9e-played-eE-paE-efe�pate9-in-By-�he

p�&l:ie�

Nothing herein shall apply to actions or transactions

84-71-1-3
l:hbs

91
10
11

12

HOUSE SUMMARY

l:hbs

Provides that it 1s unlawful for any game promotion
operator to require an entry fee, payment, or proof of
purcnase as a condition of entering a game promotion.
Requires game promotion operators to file a $100
nonrefundable fee and required information with the
Department of Legal Affairs. Provides that the fee shall
be used for the enforcement of the game promotion law.
Provides procedures for the requirements relating to
surety bonds and trust accounts with respect to game
promotions. Authorizes the Department of Legal Affairs
to waive such requirements under described circumstances.
Requires game operators to provide a certified copy of
lists of winners with respect to each game promotion
within 60 days after the winners are finally determined.
Provides for enforcement of the act 1n circuit court
rather than in the Supreme Court. Deletes the exclusion
pertaining to game promotions conducted in less than
three retail outlets.
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mending s.
�
849.094 (1) (a), (3), (4), (5), �t{t>), and (10),

1.7

Florida Statutes, and addi� �ragraph (e) to
subsection (2) thereo �efining the term
�
"game promotion" �iding that it is unlawful
'v,
for a game ��or to require an entry fee,

1.12

1.9
1.15
1.19
1.22

8

payment, or proof of purchase as a condition of

1.25

9

entering a game promotion; requiring a $100

1. 28

10

filing fee with r espect to certain game

1.31

11

promotions; requiring game operators to

1. 33

establish trust accounts in a described manner;

1. 36

providing for surety bonds; authorizing the

1. 39

department to waive such requirements under

1.42

certain circumstances; deleting the requirement

1. 45

of newspaper publication of winners' lists,

1.48

17

providing an alternative method of informing

1.51

18

the public, and extending times for filing;

1. 54

19

requiring operators to provide a copy of the

1. 57

20

list of winners upon request to any person;

1.59

21

providing that the Department of Legal Affairs

1. 61

may enfotce the provisions of the section in

1.64

23

circuit court rather than in the Supreme Court;

1.67

24

deleting exclusion pertaining to game

1.69

25

promotions conducted in less than three retail

1. 72

26

outlets; providing an effective date.

1. 75

12
�

An act relating to game promotions;

l:btc

13
14
15
16

22

27
28

Be It Enact ed by the Legislature of the State of Florida:

l:enc

29
30
31

Section 1.

Paragraph (a) of subsection (1),

subsections (3), (4), and (5), paragraph (b) of subsection
1
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1. 77
1.80

170-422-4-3
(8), and subsection (10) of section 849.094, Florida Statutes,

1.83

2 are amended, and paragraph (e) is added to subsection (2) of

2.3

3

said section, to read:

2.5

4

849.094

2.6

5

6
s

Game promotion in connection with sale of

consumer products or services. -(1)

As used in this section:

(a}

11

2.7
2.7

Game promotion" means, but is not limited to, �

"contest,11 .!lgame of chance, orll -e.rH�-llgift enterprise,

l:lus
2.15

9 conducted within or throughout the state and other states in
10 connection with the sale of consumer products or services,

2.17

and� in which the elements of chance and prize are present.

2.20

However, "game promotion" shall not be construed to apply to

2.25

13 bingo games or guest games conducted pursuant to s. 849.093.

2.30

11
12
14

(2)

It is unlawful for any operator:

2.30

15

(e)

To require an entry fee, payment, or proof of

2.33

16

17

purchase as a condition of entering the game promotion.
(3)

2.36

A¼¼-�t1:¼es-aH6-�e�t1:!a�¼efts-��emt!:¼�aeea-ey The

2.39

18

operator of � sti:efl. game promotion in which the total announced

2.43

19

value of the prizes offered is greater than $5,000 shall file

2.46

20 mi,s�-ee-£��ee with the Department of Legal Affairs a copy of

2.49

21

the rules and regulations of the game promotion and a list of

22

all prizes and prize categories offered at least 30 days prior

2.50/1

23

!Q. -±n-t!d't'B!'iee-ef the commencement of the game promotion.

2. 50/5

24

rules and regulations aH6 may not thereafter be changed,

25 modified, or altered.

Such

The operator of a game promotion Sttefl.

2. 50/8
l:lus

26

-rt13:.e�-t1nd-�egtt¼-a-ei:ef'le shall Be conspicuously post the rules

l: lus

27

and regulations of such game promotion �es-i!.e6 in each and

2. 50/15

28

every retail outlet or place where such game promotion may be

2. 50/19

29

played or participated in by the public and shall also publish

2.50/23

30

the rules and regulations l,e-l'HBHehee in all advertising copy

2. 50/26

31

used in connection therewith.

2.50/30

Radio and television
2
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announcements may indicate that the rules and regulations are

2.84

2 available at retail outlets or from the operator of the

3.4

4 each filing and shall be deposited into the Consumer Frauds

3.12

5 Trust Fund and utilized for the enforcement of this section or

3.16

6 for the purposes specified in s. 501.2101(2).

3.19

3 promotion.

7
8

A nonrefundable filing fee of $100 shall accompany

(4) (a)

3.8

3. 23

Every operator of such a game promotion in

3. 26

which the total announced value of the prizes offered is

9 greater than $5,000 een6tteee6-in-ene-eeaee shall establish a

3.31

10 trust account, in a national or state-chartered financial
11

institution, with a balance sufficient to pay or purchase the

12

total value of all prizes offered.

13

Department of Legal Affairs, an official of the financial

3.42

14

institution holding the trust account shall set fo.rth the

3.45

15

dollar amount of the trust account, the identity of the entity

3.49

16

or individual establishing the trust account, and the name of

3. 53

17

the game promotion for which the trust account has been

3.56

18

established.

Such form shall be filed with the Department of

3.60

19

Legal Affairs at least 30 days in advance of the commencement

3.63

20

of the game promotion.

3.69

21

account, the operator may obtain a surety bond7-wi::�fl

3.72

22

stt:E£�ei-eRe-sttr-eei-eeT in an amount equivalent to the total

3. 75

23

value of all prizes offered, and such bond shall be filed with

3.79

24

the Department of Legal Affairs at least 30 days in advance of

3.82

25

the commencement of the game promotion.

l:los

26

certi£ica�e-e£-�e�si�-�fia¼eaeifi�-�fle-Ba¼aflee-ef-�fle-�ftise

4.7

27

aeeottn�-e�-e£-�ke-BeH6-sfla¼¼-Be-£4¼e6-w4�k-�ke-Be�a£�fflefl�-ef

4.11

28

Leg8t-Affa±r�-��mtti�an�ett�¼y-wi�k-�he-�i¼4fl�-e£-£H¼es-aR6

4.14

29

reg�¼a�ieHs-as-fle£eiH-�feY46e67-�e�e�flef-w¼�fl-a-¼is�-ef-a¼¼

4.17

JO

pfi2es-aR6-�fi�e-ea�ege£4es-e£fe£e6T--Hewevefr-�fie-Be�af�mefl�

4.22

31

e£-nega¼-A££airs-may-we4ve-�he-�reYisieHs-e£-this-�afegfa�h

4.25

On a form supplied

by

the

In lieu of establishing such trust

A-ee�y-ef-a

3
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£e�-any-e�e�a�e£-wfle-flas-eefl8tte�e0-§affle-�£effle�4efla-4R-�fle

4.29

2 s�a�e-�e£-ne�-�ess-�flafl-5-eeRseett�4ve-yea£S-aR6-wfle-has-Re�

4.34

3 had-�ny-e±vii 7 -er±mina!7-e£-adffl4n4s�£a�4ve-ae�40fl.-4ns�4�tt�ea

4.37

4 �g�in��-h±m-By-the-Be�a��men�-e£-be�a±-Affa4£s-fe£-vfe±a�ien

4. 41

5

e£-�fl±s-see�4en-w4�fl4n-�Aa�-5-yea£-pe£4e6T--S8efi-wa4ve£-ffiay-Be

4.44

6

rev�ke6-H�en-�fie-eefftffl.4ss4en-ei-a-v4e±ae4eR-e£-�fl4s-see�4eR-0y

4.48

•�eh-operator-a5-determifted-by-the-BepaftffleHt-ei-�egai

4.51

8 A.££-a±rs.9

4.52

l:..:._�Bt

The moneys se held in the trust account ese�ew

10 or-�he-�en6-�haii-a�-ai±-�4ffles-e�Ha±-�fle-�e�a±-afflettnt-ef-�fle

l:los
4.61

11

pr4�e�-e££ere6T--Meneys may be withdrawn7-££em-�4me-�e-�4me7 in

4.65

12

order to pay the prizes offered only upon certification to the

4.68

13

Department of Legal Affairs of the name of the winner or

l:lus

14

winners and the amount of the prize or prizes and _e£ the value

4.79

15

thereof.

4. 80

16

2.

If the operator of a game promotion obtains a

l7

surety bond in lieu of the trust account, the amount of the

18

surety bond shall equal at all times the total amount of the

19 prizes offered.
20

2l

(b)

l:lus
4.81
4.82

The Department of Legal Affairs may waive the

provisions of this subsection for any operator who

has

4.84
5.3

22

conducted game promotions in the state for not less than 5

5.7

23

consecutive years and who has not had any civil, criminal, or

5.10

24

administrative action instituted against him by the Department

5.14

25

of Legal Affairs for violation of this section within that 5-

5.18

26

year period.

27

of a violation of this section by such operator as determined

5. 25

28

by the Department of Legal Affairs.

5.27

29

(5)

Such waiver may be revoked upon the commission

Every operator of sHefi a game promotion in which

30

the total announced value of the prizes offered is greater

31

than $5,000 eeR6Heee6-iR-�Re-sea�e shall provide the
4
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Department of Legal Affairs with a certified list of the

5.41

2 d±�e½o�e-�e-�he-�ti8iie names and addresses of all personsL

5.47

3 whether from Florida or from another state, who have won

5.53

4 prizes having a value of more than $25, the value of such

5.56

5 prizes, and the dates when the prizes were won, ey-p�B�ieation

5.61

6 fH-a-Rewspaper-e£-�eRera±-eiretl±ation-wi�h¼n-bhe-roca±

5.64

,ee��e�flie-area-whereiA-etleh-�ame-wae-p±ay�d,-ma�ntarned,-o�
a epera�ed 7 within 60 �� days after such winners have been
9

finally determined.

The operator shall provide a copy of the

10 list of winners, without charge, to any person who requests
11 it.

In lieu of the foregoing, the operator of a game

12 promotion may, at his option, publish the same information

5.69
5.75
5.79
5.81
5.83
5.84

13 about the winners in a Florida newspaper of general
14 circulation within 60 days after such winners have been

6.1

15

determined, and shall provide the Department of Legal Affairs

16

a certified copy of the publication containing the information

6.2

17

about the winners.

The operator of a game promotion shall, in

6.3

18 any event, notify all winners of prizes with a value of more

6.4

19

than $25 that such winners have won prizes and the value

20

thereof.

21

£i'!cea-w,Hl\--l!l\e-Be1>a"-l!"'e"-1!-e£-he<jalc-A££ai1'BT

22

entries shall be held by the operator for a period of 90 -6.Q

l:los

23

days after the close or completion of such game.

6.21

24

(8)

25

(b)

A-ee£e4£ied-�is�-�fle-f'eef-skall-Be-s4mt:1±�aAeees�y
All winning

6.8
6.12

6.21
Whenever the Department of Legal Affairs has

6.23

26

reason to believe that sttek a game promotion is being operated

6.28

27

in violation of this section, it may bring an action in the

6.32

28

circuit court of any judicial circuit in which the game

6.36

29

promotion is being operated St:1!J-f'eme-8ett-f'-e in the name and on

6.42

30

behalf of the people of the state against any operator thereof

6.45

31
5
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to enjoin the continued operation anywhere within the state of

6.50

2 such game promotion.

6. 52

3

6.56

4 eoftdtle�ed-�n-±eas-�flafi-�h�ee-�e�ai±-eH�±ets-e�-a�-p±aees-wfie�e

6.60

5 �tl�h-game-p�eme�46fl-mey-Be-p±ayeS-e�-�a£�4ei�a�ee-¼R-By-�he

6.64

6 �uB±±e�--Ne�fliR�-fle�eiH This section shall not apply to

l:lus

7 actions or transactions regulated by the Department of

6. 71

s Business Regulation or to the activities of nonprofit

6.73

9

organizations or to any other organization engaged in any

6.74

10 enterprise other than the sale of consumer products or
11
12

services.

Section 2.

This act shall take effect July 1, 1983.

13
14
15
16
17
18
19
20
21
22
23
24
25
26
27
28
29
30
31
6
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2
3
4
5

6

8

9
10

12

*****************************************

l:hbs

HOUSE SUMMARY

l:hbs

Provides that it is unlawful for any game promotion
operat or to require an entry fee, payment, or proof of
purchase as a condition of entering a game promotion.
Requires game promotion operators to file a $100
nonrefundable fee and required information with the
Department of Legal Affairs. Provides that the fee shall
be used for the enforcement of the game promot1on law.
Provides procedures for the requirements relating to
surety bonds and trust accounts with respect to game
promotions. Authorizes the Department of Legal Affairs
to waive such requirements under described circumstances.
Requires game operators to provide a certified copy of
lists of winners with re�pect to each game promotion
within 60 days after the winners are finally determined.
Provides for enforcement of the act in circuit court
rather than in the Supreme Court. Deletes the exclusion
pertaining to game promotions conducted in less than
three retail outlets.

13
14
15

16
17
18

19
20
21
22
23

24
25
26
27
28

29
30
31

7
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7.2
7.5
7.8
7.12
7.15
7.18
7.22
7.25
7.29
7.33
7.37
7.40
7.44
7.48
7.52
7.56
7.57

.....

Flor·. �a House of Representatwes - 1983

CS/HB145

By Cormnttee on Cormierce and Representative L R. Hawkins
A bill to be entitled
An act relat1ng to game promotions; amending s.
849.094 (1) (al, (3), (4), (5), (8) (b), and (10),
Florida Statutes, and adding paragraph {e) to'
subsection (2) thereof; redefining the term

-�
-�

"game promotion"; providing that it is unlawful

�

�,�
�.. �.
c-

u

for a game operator to require an entry fee,
payment, or proof of purchase as a condition of

�

•
•

�c

�--••
•
-�
• -•.
••
�·•••
S- C

0,
0.

u"

�
��

C 0

ent ering a game promotion; requiring a $100
10

filing fee with respect to certain game

11

promotions; requiring game operators to

12

establish trust accounts in a described manner�

1J

providing for surety bonds; authorizlng the

>µ

co

µ C

�

µe

��
-o
,
S C
oo
C "

department to waive such requirements under
15

certain circumstances; deleting the requirement

16

of newspaper publication of winners' lists,

17

providing an alternative method of 1nform1ng

.,
, .e ,,
•

18

µ C
C "

20

�µ

•E

e,�
•

the public, and extending times for filing;
requiring operators to provide a copy of the
list of winners upon request to any person;

-.

providing that the Department of Legal Affairs

deleting exclusion pertaining to game

u� 21
0

� C

u -- 22

may enforce the provisions of the section in

-§ � 23
��

c1rcu1t court rather than in the Supreme court;

��
-;;;

25

promotions conducted ln less than three retail

"

outlets; providing an effective date.

0

• • 24

� C

26

"
"
JO
31

Be It Enacted by the Legislature of the State of Florida:
Section 1.

Paragraph (a) of subsection (1),

subsections (3), (4), and (5), paragraph (b) of subsection
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(8), and subsection {10) of section 849.094, Florida Statutes,

1.83

announcements may indicate that the rules and regulations are

2

are amended, and paragraph (el is added to subsection (2) of

2.3

available at retail outlets or from the operator of the

3

said section, to read:

2.5

promotion.

2.6

each filing and shall be deposited into the Consumer Frauds

2.7

Trust Fund and utilized for the enforcement of this section or

3

for the purposes specified 1n s. 501.2101(2).

3

849.094

Game promotion in connection with sale of

consumer products or services.-(!)

As used in this section:

2.7

{a)

ncame promotion" means, but is not limited to, �

l:lus

scontest, n -"game of chance, ors -ane- m gift enterprise,

(4) (a)

2,15

conducted within or throughout the state and other states in
10 connection with the sale of consumer products or services,

2.17

11

2.20

and.!l

in which the elements of chance and prize are present.

!1 However, "game promotion" shall not be construed to apply to
13

2,25

Every operator of such a game promotion!!!.

3
3

3

which the total announced value of the prizes offered is

3

greater than $5,000 eendtteeed-in-ehe-�eate shall establish a

3

10 trust account, in a national or state-chartered financial
11

institution, with a balance sufficient to pay or purchase the

3

11

total value of all prizes offered.

On a form supplied by the

3.

bingo games or guest games conducted pursuant to s. 849.093.

2.30

\3 Department of Legal Affairs, an official of the financial

3.

1s unlawful for any operator:

2.30

14

institution holding the trust account shall set forth the

3,

2.33

15 dollar amount of the trust account, the identity of the entity

(2)

It

(e)

To require an entry fee, payment, or proof of

16 purchase as a condition of entering the game promotion.

2.36

16

3

the game promotion for which the trust account has been

3,

17

2.43

18 established.

19 value of the prizes offered is greater than $5,000 shall file

2. 46

20 mtt5i:-be-£�½ed with the Department of Legal Affairs a copy of

2,49

operator of � s1:1eh game promotion in which the total announced

21

the rules and regulations of the game promotion and a list of

12

all prizes and prize categories offered at least 30 days prior

23

to �n-8dvanee-e£ the commencement of the game promotion.

Such

24

rules and regulations and may not thereafter be changed,

25

modified, or altered.

26
27

3.

or 1nd1vidual establishing the trust account, and the name of

2.39

18

A nonrefundable filing fee of $100 shall accompany

Such form shall be filed with the Department of

3.

19

Legal Affairs at least 30 days in advance of the commencement

3.

20

of the game promotion.

3.

In lieu of establishing such trust

21 account, the operator may obtain a surety bond7 -W¼�h

3.

2.51

22 a�££�e�ent-i:Htr<et�esr in an amount equivalent to the total

3.

2.55

23

value of all prizes offered, and such bond shall be filed with

3,

2,58

24 the Department of Legal Affairs at least 30 days in advance of

3,

l:lus

15 the commencement of the game promotion.

1,

't'td:es-and-,r-e�ttla-Cio1•1.-s shall be conspicuously post the rules

l:lus

26 ee-rt-r:£�cat.e-0£-deposi�--i:nd1:ea�'i:n�-�he-ba.½aftee-e£-the-t-f't1.et

and regulations of such game promotion �s-eed in each and

2.65

4.
4.

The operator: of a game promotion S�eh

A-eopy-e�-a

4.

28

every retail outlet or place where such game promotion may be

2.69

�

played or: participated 1n by the public and shall also publish

2.73

4.

30

the rules and regulations be-p�bl��hed 1n all advertising copy

2.76

4.

JI

used in connection therewith.

2.80

4.

Radio and telev1sion
2
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Department of Legal Affairs with a certified list of the

4.29

state-£er-net-¼ess-thafl-5-eenseetttiYe-yeafS-afl6-whe-has-net

had-any-eivii7 -er�m�nal7 -or-a6m¼nistfat¼Ye-aeti8fl-insti�ttte6

�H�h-operator-a5-determined-by-the-Be�artment-e�-be�al

i�:f£tttrs,

h�87

The moneys se held in the trust account eserew

10 or-the-eond-shall-at-all-t¼mes-e�Hal-the-tetal-ameHftt-ef-the

d±�e½o�e-�e-�he-ptte¼±e names and addresses of all personsL

4.34
4.37

whether from Florida or from another state, who have won

4.44

prizes, and the dates when the prizes were won, 6y-ptth%¼ea�i-cn

4.51

�eo�raph¼e-area-whe�e�n-�tteh�ame-wa9-piayedT-marntarnedT-er

l:los

finally determined.

prizes having a value of more than $25, the value of such

4.41

fft-a-new9paper-e£�enera%-e�rettlati-on-,rfthin-�he-l:oca%

4.48
4.52

eJ'e•o..d, within 60 '38 days after such winners have been

4.61

JO list of winners, without charge, to any person who requests

The operator shall provide a copy of the'

In lieu of the foregoing, the operator of a game

4.65

11

13 Department of Legal Affairs of the name of the winner 2.!.

l:lus

13 about the winners in a Florida newspaper of general

15 thereof.

4.80

15 determined, and shall provide the Department of Legal Affairs

4.81

17 about the winners.

4.82

19

than $25 that such winners have won prizes and the value

21

f,:¼ed-w1:t.h-the-Be!ta'l'tfftet'l-e-e£-I,efJal-A££a,:rsT

11 pr'.t1!e�-of£ere8-..--Mefteys may be withdrawn7-�1;effl-t4:me-te-�-iffte7in

12 order to pay the prizes offered only upon certification to the 4.68
14 winners and the amount of the prize or prizes and ef the value
2,

)6

If the operator of a game promotion obtains a

17 surety bond in lieu of the trust account, the amount of the

l8 surety bond shall equal at all times the total amount of the

19 prizes offered.
fb)

,0

2l

The Depart�ent of Legal Affairs may waive the

provis1ons of this suhsection for any operator who has

4.79

l:lus

4.84
5.3

22 conducted qame oromotiqr-s in the state for not less than 5

5.7

24 administrative action instituted against him by the Department

5.14

23 consecutive years and wl-io has not had any civil, criminal, or

25 of Legal Affairs for violation of this section within that 5-

"

27

yeai

r,enod.

Such waiver may be revok,:'0 upon the commission

of a violation of this section by such operator as determined

28

by the Department of Legal Affairs.

JO

the total announced value of the prizes offered 1.s greater

29
JI

(5)

Every operator of s�eh a game promot ion in which

than $5,000 eeRBtte�ee-�n-�he-s�a�e shall provide the
4
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5.10

it.

'

12 promot1on may, at his option, publish the same information

14 circulation within 60 days after such winners have been

16 a certified copy of the publication containing the information
The operator of a game promot ion shall, in

18 any event, notify all winners of prizes with a value of more

20 thereof.

A-eeft*£ied-¾ist-��e�eeE-s�a¾!-Be-siffl�¼taftee�a¼y
All winning

22 entries shall be held by the ope.r:ator for a period of 90 ,e.g
23 days after the close or completion of such game.

24

(8)
(b)

,, '.�
--.. 6;;

Whenever the Department of Legal Affairs has

5.18

25

5.25

27

5.32

29 promotion is being operated Stt��effle-€ett�t in the name and on

reason to believe that stteh a game promotion is being operated ·l �

5.21

26

5.27

28 circuit court of any JUdicial circuit in which the game

l:lus

1

JO

JI

in v10I.ation of this section, 1.t may bring an action in the

,,..

behalf of the people of the state against any operator thereof
5
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to enjoin the continued operation anywhere within the state of

6.50

such game promotion.

6.52
6.56
6.60
6.64

ptth��e?--Ne�h�n�-he�ein This section shall� apply to
actions or transactions regulated by the Department of

s Business Regulation or to the activities of nonprofit
organizations or to any other organization engaged in any

10 enterprise other than the sale of consumer products or

11 services.

Section 2.

11

This act shall take effect July 1, 1983.

Jl

,.

HOUSE SUMMARY

1l
16
1)

18
19

21 ,

I
"I
'

n'

2d i

"·

Provides that it is unlawful for any game promotion
operator to require an entry fee, payment, or proof of
purchase as a condition of entering a game promotion.
Requires game promotion operators to file a $100
nonrefundable fee and required information with the
Department'of Legal Affairs. Provides that the fee shall
be used for the enforcement of the game promotion law.
Provides procedures for the requirements relating to
surety bonds and trust accounts with respect to game
promotions. Authorizes the Department of Legal Affairs
to waive such requirements under described circumstances.
Requires game operators to provide a certified copy of
lists of winners with respect to each game promotion
within 60 days after the winners are finally determined.
Provides for enforcement of the act in circuit court
rather than 1n the Supreme Court. Deletes the exclusion
pertaining to game promotions conducted 1n less than
three retail outlets.
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SUMMARY AND PURPOSE

The main purpose of the bill is to clean up the language
in section 849.094, Florida Statutes, so as to eliminate any
confusion which may arise. In addition, the bill does make three
changes which rise above the level of a clarification. First is
the imposition of a $100 filing fee for those games which must be
registered. Second, game promotions with less than $5,000 in
total prizes are excluded from the filing requirements and,
finally, an exemption for promotions held in less than three
locations or at places where the promotion may be played by the
public is deleted.
II.

CURRENT LAW AND EFFECT OF CHANGES
A.

CURRENT LAW

Lotteries are prohibited by Article 10, section 7 of the
Florida Constitution. A statutory prohibition has been in place
since 1895. The current provision is found at s. 849.09, Florida
Statutes.
A lottery is a scheme which contains three elements: a
prize, awarded by chance, for consideration. Florida has adopted
the minority view of consideration in this area. Most states
have viewed consideration narrowly to mean a giving of a tangible
asset such as money. Florida views consideration in a much
broader sense as the conferring of a benefit. In Little River
Theatre Corporation v. State ex rel. Hodge, 135 FLA 854, 185 So.
855, the Florida Supreme Court determined that consideration was
present because the promotion advertised the theatre, increased
the attendance and materially enhanced the receipts. This is, of
course, exactly what game promotions are designed to do.
To allow promotions which would otherwise be illegal
lotteries, the Legislature over the years has carried out several
narrow exceptions to s. 849.09, Floriaa Statutes. One exception
Wyatt T Mart111, Staff Director
322 The C11p1tol, 'Illl/ahassce, Florida 32JOI (904)
488-7024
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is for game promotions, s. 849.094, Florida Statutes. The major
requirement for promotion 1s that the sponsor must file with the
Department of Legal Affairs a copy of the game's rules and
regulations and place in a trust account an amount of money large
enough to pay the total amount of prizes. In lieu of the trust
account, the sponsor may file a surety bond with DLA.
DLA may waive the trust and bond requirements for
promotion sponsors who have had no civil, criminal or
administrative action taken against them in the five previous
years for a violation of this section.
Other provisions include a requirement that the names of
winners be published in a local newspaper and be filed with DLA
and a provision that DLA may sue for an inJunction to stop a
violation of the section.
B.

EFFECT OF PROPOSED CHANGES

The bill is not intended to impose any major additional
requirements on sponsors who operate game promotions in this
state.
First, the bill makes explicit that a game promotion may
not require that a consumer purchase anything or pay an entry fee
as a condition of entering the prornot1on.
Second, the bill would require that the rules and
regulations of the game, evidence of the trust account or surety
bond if required, and a list of the prizes and prize categories
be filed with the department at least 30 days before the
promotion begins and that a $100 filing fee be paid. The fee is
to be deposited in the Consumer Frauds Trust Fund and utilized
for the enforcement of this section as well as the other purposes
for which the fund was established.
Within 60 days of the final determination of the winners,
the sponsor must file with DLA a list of all winners of prizes
over $25 regardless of where located. The requirement that the
sponsor publish a 11st of the winners in a local newspaper is
deleted.
Finally, the bill corrects an apparent misstatement. The
law now allows the department to sue to enjoin a violation in the
Supreme Court rather than in the appropriate circuit court. This
section seems to have been patterned initially after a similar
New York law. In New York, the trial court is named the Supreme
Court. Apparently, this reference was not made consistent with
Florida's court system.
III.

ECONOMIC IMPACT CONSIDERATIONS
A.

PRIVATE SECTOR CONSIDERATlONS

In all likelihood the imposition of the filing fee will
not create any additional expenses for the sponsors because the
elimination of the publishing requirement should offset the
filing fee. Where the two amounts are not equal, the cost should
be minimal; however, it is quite possible that overall costs for
a promotion might be reduced.

B.

PUBLIC SECTOR CONSIDERATIONS

The state should receive additional revenue of about
$80,000 (approximately 200 games are registered each quarter).
This money, however, will be earmarked for the prevention of
consumer fraud.
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A secondary benefit to the state might be a reduction of
time spent by the department's staff answering questions
concerning ambiguous portions of the statute.

IV.

v.

COMMENTS
AMENDMENTS
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I.

SUMMARY AND PURPOSE

The main purpose of the bill is to clean up the language
in section 849.094, Florida Statutes, so as to eliminate any
confusion which may arise. In addition, the bill does make three
changes which rise above the level of a clarification. First is
the imposition of a $100 filing fee for those games which must be
registered. Second, game promotions with less than $5,000 in
total prizes are excluded from the filing requirements. Finally,
an exemption for promotions held in less than three locations or
at places where the promotion may be played by the public is
deleted.
II.

CURRENT LAW AND EFFECT OF CHANGES
A.

CURRENT LAW

Lotteries are prohibited by Article 10, section 7 of the
Florida Constitution. A statutory prohibition has been in place
since 1895. The current provision is found at s. 849.09, Florida
Statutes.
A lottery is a scheme which contains three elements: a
prize, awarded by chance, for consideration. Florida has adopted
the minority view of consideration in this area. Most states
have viewed consideration narrowly to mean a giving of a tangible
asset such as money. Florida views consideration in a much
broader sense as the conferring of a benefit. In Little River
Theatre Corporation v. State ex rel. Hodge, 135 Fla. 854, 185 So.
855, the Florida Supreme Court determined that consideration was
present because the promotion advertised the theatre, increased
the attendance and materially enhanced the receipts. This is, of
course, exactly what game promotions are designed to do.

Wyatt T Manin, Staff Director
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To allow promotions which would otherwise be illegal
lotteries, the Legislature over the years has carried out several
narrow exceptions to s. 849.09, Florida Statutes. One exception
is for game promotions, s. 849.094, Florida Statutes. The major
requirement for a promotion is that the sponsor must file with
the Department of Legal Affairs (DLA) a copy of the game's rules
and regulations and place in a trust account an amount of money
large enough to pay the total amount of prizes. In lieu of the
trust account, the sponsor may file a surety bond with DLA.
DLA may waive the trust and bond requirements for
promotion sponsors who have had no civil, criminal or
adm1n1strat1ve action taken against them in the five previous
y ears for a violation of this section.
Other provisions include a requirement that the names of
winners be published in a local newspaper and be filed with DLA
and a provision that OLA may sue for an injunction to stop a
violation of the section.
B.

EFFECT OF PROPOSED CHANGES

The bill is not intended to impose any additional major
requirements on sponsors who operate game promotions in this
state.
First, the bill makes explicit that a game promotion may
not require that a consumer purchase anything or pay an entry fee
as a condition of entering the promotion.
Second, the bill would require that the rules and
regulations of the game, evidence of the trust account or surety
bond if required, and a list of the prizes and prize categories
be filed with DLA at least 30 days before the promotion begins
and that a $100 filing fee be paid. The fee is to be deposited
in the Consumer Frauds Trust Fund and utilized for the
enforcement of this section as well as the other purposes for
which the fund was established.
The operator may either file a certified list of all
winners of prizes over $25, regardless of where they are located,
and provide a list to anyone who asks for one or publish a
winners' list in a local newspaper and file a certified copy of
the publication with DLA. Also, the operator must notify all
winners of prizes valued at more than $25.
The bill also corrects an apparent misstatement. The law
now allows the department to sue to enJoin a violation in the
Supreme Court rather than in the appropriate circuit court. This
section seems to have been patterned initially after a similar
New York law. In New York, the trial court is named the Supreme
Court. Apparently, this reference was not made consistent with
Florida's court system.
Finally, there are the changes intended to clarify which
game promotions are subject to the act. The definition of game
promotion is amended to make clear that the sponsor of any game
promotion conducted in Florida must comply with this act. There
was a concern that the current definition would exclude
interstate promotions from these provisions. The second of these
changes is a statement that this act will not affect promotions
operated by an operator other than a business engaged in the sale
of consumer goods.
III.

ECONOMIC IMPACT CONSIDERATIONS
A.

PRIVATE SECTOR CONSIDERATIONS
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The imposition of the filing fee should be a minor
additional expense for a sponsor because the amount is relatively
small. Also, if an operator chooses to send a certified copy of
the list of winners to DLA, the publishing expense will be
eliminated.
B.

PUBLIC SECTOR CONSIDERATIONS

The state should receive additional revenue of about
$80,000 (approximately 200 games are registered each quarter).
This money will be earmarked for the prevention of consumer
fraud.
A secondary benefit to the state might be a reduction of
time spent by DLA's staff answering questions concerning
ambiguous portions of the statute.
IV.

COMMENTS
Statement of Substantial Changes 1n Committee Substitute

The changes made by the committee substitute include the
granting of the option concerning the notification of winners.
Existing law requires publication in a newspaper. The original
bill requires the filing of a certified list of the winners with
DLA. The committee substitute allows an operator the option of
choosing either method; but in any event, the operator must
notify all winners of prizes over $25.
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HB 145 is a bill filed by Rep. Larry Hawkins on behalf
of the Attorney General's office to revise and strengthen
the law governing game promotions.

It requires a filing

fee of $100 for all game promotions; requires that the
rules governing the contest be filed with the Department
of Legal Affairs; revises the requirements for establishing
a trust account or posting a sure ty bond to cover the
value of all prizes offered; and exempts promotions in
which the total value of all prizes is less than $5,000.
The Proposed Committee Substitute makes a number of changes
that are intended only to clarify the bill's provisions,
and it also establishes a requirement that each winner of
a prize worth more than $25 be notified individually by
the promoter.
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June 13, 1983

Committee Consideration:

Ch. 83-118, Laws of Florida

House Commerce
House Appropriations
Identical*/S1rnilar Bills:

Effective Date: _______
July 1, 1983

SB 682*
I.

SUMMARY AND PURPOSE

The primary purpose of the bill is to clean up the
language 1n section 849.094, Florida Statutes, to eliminate
confusion which had arisen in its operation. In addition, the
bill makes three changes which rise above the level of a
clarification. First the bill imposes a $100 filing fee for
those games which must be registered. Second, game promotions
with less than $5,000 in total prizes are excluded from the
filing requirements. Finally, an exemption for promotions held
in less than three locations or at places where the promotion may
be played by the public is deleted.
II.

CURRENT LAW AND EFFECT OF CHANGES
A.

CURRENT LAW

Lotteries are prohibited by Article 10, section 7 of the
Florida Constitution. A statutory prohibition has been in place
since 1895. The current provision is found at s. 849.09, Florida
Statutes.
A lottery is a scheme which contains three elements: a
prize, awarCTed by chance, for consideration. Florida has adopted
the minority view of consideration in this area. Most states
have viewed consideration narrowly to mean the giving of a
tangible asset such as money. Florida views consideration in a
much broarer sense as the conferring of any benefit. In Little
River Theatre Corporation v. State ex rel. Hodge, 135 Fla. 854,
185 So. 855, the Florida Supreme Court determined that
consideration was present because the promotion advertised the
theatre, increased the attendance and materially enhanced the
Wyttt T Martm, Staff' Dim:tw
m t11it c..pitol, ........_, nriu llJOJ t""> -..,-u

i.L3_g
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interstate promotions from these provisions. The second of these
changes is a statement that this act does not affect promotions
operated by an operator other than a business engaged in the sale
of consumer goods.
III.

ECONOMIC IMPACT
A.

PRIVATE SECTOR CONSIDERATIONS

The imposition of the filing fee should be a minor
additional expense for a sponsor because the amount is relatively
small. Also, if an operator chooses to send a certified copy of
the list of winners to DLA, the publishing expense will be
eliminated.
B.

PUBLIC SECTOR CONSIDERATIONS

The state should receive additional revenue of about
$80,000 a y�ar (approximately 200 games are registerPd �ach
quarter}. This money will be earmarked for the prevention of
consum""'r fraud.
A secondary benefit to the state might be a reduction of
time sp�nt by DLh's staff answering auestions concerning
ambiguous portions of the statute.
IV.

v.

COMMENTS
LEGISLATIVE HISTORY

A.

ENACTED BILL

The bill was reported out of the Commerce Committee as a
committ�e substitute. The bill was thPn reported favorably by
the Appropriations Committee. On May 9, 1983, it was amended and
th�n passrd �y the House 118-0 (HJ 359). In the Senate it was
substituted for SB 682, its companion, and passed 29-5 (SJ 540).
B.

DISPOSITION OF COMPANION

Senate Bill 682 was reported out of the Senate Commerce
Cammi t tee with amendmr•nts. It was refe .. red and subsequ..,ntly
withdrawn from the Appropriations Committee. When the bill came
to the Senate floor, House Bill 145 was substituted for it �na
passed (SJ 540).
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FROM:

Joanna R. Martin, Assistant Attorney General

RE:

Draft Bill Amending §849.094, F.S. (Game Promotions)

DATE:

December 3, 1982

J

'

-----------------------------------------------------------------

1.

My proposed bill is attached. I have attempted to clear up
a number of uncertainties in the existing statute of which
I have become aware through innumerable telephone calls from
the industry and their attorneys, and through helpful
discussions with George Georgie££. More specifically,
,
(a)

§849.094(l)(a): I have understood George to say that,
strictly speaking, §849.094 (as it now exists) applies
only to "national" games (i.e., Florida and at least
one other state) . As ·you know, Florida case law defines
lotteries as containing 3 elements: chance, consideration,
and prize. The "kicker" is that Florida has adopted the
minority view that consideration sufficient to constitute
a simple contract suffices to convert an enterprize which
also contains the elements of chance and prize, into an
unlawful lottery. In other words, Florida has adopted
the "contract theory," rather than the "pecuniary
theory," of consideration.

"Contract consideration" (good will, advertising,
increased traffic into one's place of business, and so
forth) is necessarily inherent in all such "giveaways."
However, the legislature has carved out a few specific
exceptions to the lottery laws (e.g., §§849.092, 849.093,
849.094, 721.11(3)-(5), F.S.). These sections permit
"contract consideration" in conjunction with chance and
prize. If a "giveaway" does not fall within the four
corners of one of these carved out exceptions, it is a
lottery.
We have (apparently for years) registered game promotions
which were conducted only within Florida. Strictly
speaking, these are lotteries if they don't fall squarely
within the exception provided by §849.094 or one of the

Leonard Elias
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other carved out exceptions. Therefore, I propose to
amend §849.094 so as to permit in-state game
promotions.
(b)

My proposal is that the legislature permit all game
promotions which are conducted in connection with the
sale of consumer products and services, and which
involve chance, prize, and only "contract consideration";
but require registration only if the total value of
prizes offered is greater than $5,000 (most games award
prizes in excess of $5,000) and if the game is conducted
in 3 or more retail outlets or places where the public
may play. As the law now stands (see subsection 10),
a "Mom and Pop" shop which conducts a drawing (even if
no purchase is necessary) is conducting an unlawful
lottery.

(c)

I urge that we impose a filing fee. New York (1982
statutes) imposes a filing fee of $50; and Rhode Island
[statute sent to me by Rhode Island Secretary of State
in January 1982] imposes a filing fee of $100. This can
be an important source of revenue for us. As it now
stands, we lose money enforcing §849.094 (the civil
penalties we collect go to the General Revenue Fund and
we spend lots of money on postage and returning phone
calls, to say nothing of the amount of my time this
takes, much more so now that Yvette, alas, is gone� and
the time of the secretaries)
I submit that it is eminently reasonable for us to keep
the registration fees. Perhaps we could hirea person
to replace Yvette and fund that position with the
registration fees. I also think it is eminently
reasonable for us to keep the civil penalties we collect
for late filings. I have briefly discussed with
Phil Maher the depositing of such funds into the Consumer
Frauds Trust Fund. I realize that the Legislature may
prefer that such funds go into the General Revenue Fund,
but I believe that there is precedent for agencies which
enforce statutes retaining registration fees under said
statutes. I could explore this with some experts if
you like.
§849.094(4). I rewrote this because the existing
,,, language is "pregnant with phone calls and problems."
The industry interprets the existing language to
authorize the filing with us of actual Certificates of
Deposit. We have had situations wherein original

Leonard Elias
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certificates of deposit, with maturity dates coming
before the expiration of the contest, were filed with
us and the sponsor's agent has INSISTED that I return
the certificate of deposit to him, so that he could roll
it over and return the new CD to me. My doing so would
constitute a violation of existing §849.094(4)(b). The
form to which I refer (copy attached) is virtually
identical to the one New York uses.
(e)

(f)

§849.094(5). I propose to delete the requirement of
newspaper publication. Neither New York nor Rhode Island
requir�newspaper publication. It is a pain. The
sponsors of the games frequently call me and ask me in
what newspaper they should publish; in what format should
they publish; and so forth. I honestly see no need for
it, and do not see how it protects the public. Deletion
will please the industry and will probably offset any ,
objection which they may have to the filing fee. A
lawyer told me last week that it would cost him $150
to advertise winners in the Miami Herald.
§849.094(5). I extended the dates for filing the
certified winners list with us. The industry calls me
and complains that they can't meet the 30 day requirement.
For example, in many contests, wherein, say, an auto
mobile is a prize, the winner of the car must execute
an affidavit that he is at least 18 years of age. The
"winner" is not finally determined until the sponsor
receives the affidavit of eligibility. The industry
tells me that it sometimes takes a long time to get
back the signed affidavit. Yet other winners may have
already executed and returned their affidavits. Anyway,
New�=�he industry-9.Q_ days in which to file
the winners list-;-anaRhQde Isl_and_merely_reqyjres that
the indu�frz maint�in such infor1I1ation within itsown
files-for 6 months following the completion of the game
so that the information is available to the state if
the state decides to ask for it.
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RE:

§849.094, F.S., Registration Fees for Game Promotions

DATE:

December 20, 1982

=::

----------------------------------------------------------------

Pursuant to Jour request, I offer the following in support
of my proposal to amend §849.094, F.S., so as to impose a
registration fee of $50.00 for every game registered under that
section.

•

We register approximately 200 games per quarter. Our
costs in time, long-distance telephone calls, paper, xeroxing,
and postage are considerable. Every game promotion involves a
number of mailings from our office, with the attendent costs of
time, paper, xeroxing and postage. Attached is a sample of the
game promotion registration packet which we send out to anyone
who requests it. Note that the cover letter encourages recipient
to xerox the enclosures for recipient's use in registering
future games. (Yvette suggested this in order to reduce our
mailings). Once we receive all of the registration materials,
we send out another letter acknowledging receipt. At the
conclusion of the game, and after we receive the winners' lists,
we send out another letter, wherein we notify sponsor that we
are closing our files, and at this time, we return the surety
bond. If a trust account has been established instead of a
surety bond, we send to the financial institution holding the
trust account, a letter authorizing release of the account. We
send a copy of this letter to the sponsor. If the registration
materials have been filed late, we prepare (for word processing)
a stipulation imposing civil penalties. Once these are prepared,
we mail the stipulations to the sponsor. When the signed
stipulation and the check are returned to me, I mail the stipu
lation (with a cover memo) to Lenny Elias for his signature.
Lenny signs them and mails them back to me. We xerox the fully
executed stipulation, and mail a copy back to the sponsor. We
then prepare a memo, attach another copy of the stipulation, and
send this, along with the check, to Finance.

S ')

_

Kem Detzner
Page Two
December 20, 1982
During the 2nd and 3rd quarter of 1982, we collected
$16,200 in civil penalties. Pursuant to §849.094(9)(b), these
funds are all deposited into the General Revenue Fund.
Also attendent to our enforcement of §849.094, are a large
number of long-distance telephone calls. In order to save money,
I try to take these calls when they come in. But often, I am
unable to, which means that I must return the call at the State's
expense.
Enforcement of §849.094 also takes up a great amount of
time. Until October 15, 1982, we had a full-time Staff Assistant I
whose primary duty was to handle the registrations of these
games. Because, due to the freeze, we were unable to fill this
position when it was vacated, the duties of enforcing this
statute have been divided up among the 3 secretaries in our unit
and me. We have tried our best to keep up, but are falling
woefully behind. For example, we have several instances of late•
registrations for which we need to prepare and mail out stipulations,
but have not had the time. We have a number of registrations which
we haven't acknowledged because there hasn't been time to review
them (e.g., the rules for each game must be reviewed carefully
in order to ensure that a lottery is not involved).
Because of these costs in time, �. xeroxing, posta e,
and long-distance telephone calls, and because the civil pena r ties
we collect go into the General Revenue Fund, our Department loses
money enforcing §849.094, F.S.
New York imposes a game promotion filing fee of $50.00
and Rhode Island, a filing fee of $100.00. (Apparently, no other
state in the union requires game promotions to be registered.)
For Florida to impose a filing fee of $50.00, is th�s not a novel
idea.
I think that if we impose a filing fee of only $50.00 (note
that I Would exempt the small games from the registration require
ment), and delete the requirement for newspaper publication of
the winners' lists, the industry would realize a savings. (This
would also cut down on my long-distance telephone calls. I now
get calls from people who want to know in which Florida newspaper
should they publish, what format should they use, and so forth.)
A Miami lawyer recently complained to me that it would cost his
client $150.00 to advertise the winners' lists in the Miami
Herald.

Mr·. Ken Detzner
Page Three
December 20, 1982
Please feel free to call or visit me at any time reference
the above.
Thank you for your interest and support!
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A bill to be entitled
An act relating ta game promot1ons, amending s.
3

849,094, Florida Statutes, redefining the term

4

"game promotion"; prohibiting a game operator

5

from requiring a fee or proof of purchase as a

6

condition for game entry, exempting certain

7

game promotions from registration requirement;

8

requiring a f1l1ng fee; requiring financial

9

1nst1tut1ons holding game promotion trust

10

accounts and game operators who obtain a surety

11

bond in lieu of e�tabl1sh1ng a trust account to

12

file certain 1nformat1on with the Department of

13

Legal Affairs; providing for waiver of certain

14
15
16
17

requirements; providing methods for 1nform1ng
the puhl1c of prizes offered and pri=e winners
and extending the f1ling deadline for such
information; transfe�r1ng JUr1sd1ct1on over

18

v1olat1on� of game promotion laws; prov1d1ng an

19

effective date

20
21
22

23
24
25
26

27

28

Be It Enacted by the Legislature of the State of Florida·
Section 1.

Section 849.094, Florida Statutes, is

amended to read.
849.094

Game promotion in connection with sale of

consumer products or services.-{l)

As used in this sect1on·

(a)

"Game promotion" means, but is not ll.mited to, _e

29

contest, game of chance, or gift enterprise conducted w1th1n

30

or throughout the state, or w1th1n or throughout the state and

31

other states, in connection with the sale of consumer products
l

34-544A-83
l
2
3

or services, and lleeft�es�T� �,ame ei eaaRee�A a�a n��i�
eft�el"'J!'Fiee�n in which the elements of chance and prize are
present.

However, "game promotion l'I shall not be construed to

4

apply to b1ngo games or guest games conducted pursuant to s.

5

849.093.

6

(b}

nOperator » means any person, firm, corporation, or

7

association or agent or e�ployee thereof who promotes,

8

operates, or conducts a game promotion, except charitable

9

nonprofit organizations.

10

(2)
(a)

11

It 1s unlawful for any operator:

To design, engage in, promote, or conduct such a

12

game promotion, in connect1on with the promotion or sale of

13

consumer products or services, wherein the winner may be

14

predetermined or said ga,me may be manipulated or rigged so as

1S
16

17

18

to:

1.

Allocate a winn1nq game or any portion thereof to

2.

To allocate a winning game or part thereof to a

�ertain leeseea, agents, or franchises; or

19

particular period of the game promotion or to a part1cular

20

geographic a.rea;

21

(P)

Arbitrarily to remove, disqualify, disallow, or

22

reject any entry;

23

(c)

To fail to award prizes offered; e�

(d)

To print, publish, Qr circulate l1terature or

24

25

adv�rtising material used in connection with such game

26

promotions which is false, deceptive, or mislead1ng· o�

27
28
29

{e)

To require an entry fee, payment, or proof of

purchase as a cond1t1on for entering the game promot1on.
(3)

The Aii r�iee aJ'J.a ���iat�efts p�$ffl�i�&�e� &y �ne

30

operator of .! e1teft game promot1on, where the total announced

31

value of the prizes offered is greater than $S,0001 shall file
2

34-544A-83
m�a� Be f�¼e& with the Department of Legal Affairs copies of
2

the rules and regulations of the game promot�on and a list of

3

all prizes and prize categorles offered at least 30 days

4

before �ft adva8ee e€ the commencement of the game promotion�

5

Such rules and regulations l!U'l.a may not thereafter be changed,

6

modified, or altered.

7

nt}es &ftft rel!j'tlia��ene shall 8e conspicuously post the rules

8

and regulations of such game promotion peei!el!:l in each and

9

every retail outlet or place where such game promotion may be

The operator of a game promotion s�eA

10

played or part1cipated in by the public and shall also publish

ll

the rules and regulations ee p,tl�¼�she6 in all advertising copy

12

used in connection therewith.

13

announcements may indicate that the rules and regulations are

l4

available at retail outlets or from the operator of the

Radio and television

15

promot1on.

16

each filing and shall be depos1ted 1nto the Consumer Frauds

17
18
19

20

21

A nonrefundable filing fee of $100 shall accompany

Trust Fund and used for the enforcement of this section or for
the purposes specified �n s, 501.2101(2).
(4){a)

Every operator of e�e� a game promotion, where

the total announced value of the prJzes offered is greater

than $5,000, eeHS�e�ea �� t.Ae e�a�e $hall establish a trust

22

account, 1n a national or state-chartered financial

23

institution, with a balance sufficient to pay or purchase the

24

total value of all prizes offered.

25

Department of Legal Affairs, an 0£fic1al of the financial

26

�nstitution holding the trust account shall &et forth the

2

7

On a form supplied by the

dollar amount of the trust ac�ount, the identity of the entity

28

or individual establ1sh1ng the trust account, and the name of

29

the game promotion £or which the trust account has been

30

established

31

Legal Affairs at least 30 days before the commencement of the

Such form shall be filed with the Department of
3

34-S44A--83

1

ga:rne promotion.

2

the operator may obtain a surety bond, w�'t.ft e�fi�eieftt

3
4
5
6

In lieu of establishing such trust account,

e��etiee� in an amount equivalent to the total value of all
prizes offered and such bond shall be filed ��th the
Departm.ent of tegal Affairs at least 30 days before the
commencement of the game promotion.

A eepy ei a eer��i�ea�e

7

el «epee�t �a«�eat=�� il!ke �a¼a�ee ei �he ••��� aeee'lffl.t e� el

9

eiM�=�afte&�eSy w�t:h. �l\e i�i�a� e£ �iee Aft� �efJ\l¼a"-iefte ae

10
11

ftereia p�ev�ee87 �e�e�er w�tft a =�e"- ei eii pr�see aaa pr��e
ea�ege•�ee eiiereE!-i-

Rewever7 the Beper•meat e£ ce�a¼ A£ia��e

12

May va�ve 4tlte previe�eae e£ "-ftie paPa•raph fer any �perete�

14

�an S eefteee��ive yea�e sftft wke kae aet Aa• aay e�vi¼T

13

wl\e kas eef\e.lle4!.ed. .-aae preMe't.!:elU!I ill tfte std�e fer Bet ¼ees

15

e��•�nft¼T er aGiaie��a�ive ae��e� �aa,iW�eS a�a¼ftet k�• 8y

17

w�elt�a iffl.at 5-year per�e«�

16
18
19
20

21
22
23
24

"e Bepa�Uea� ei ee�Ai A#Ea!�e �er v¼e�a��ea ei tkis see��ea
S1:1.ek waive� may Be �eveke& �pen

tke ee1L'lll�eeiea eE a v�e¼e�!tea el ��a seetien �Y e�ek epera�e�
e.e �ei!en,l'J.el!l l!ty �l!.e :eep,u,uea� e£ &e11a¼ MEa!tra�
hfBt

The moneys se held 1n the trust account eee�ew

e� �e l9eai!l aka.ii e.-t!. aii �!tlfU!ll!I elf!:lA:l �e tetai ue1:1.at e£ 4!:lte
���zee eifereeh

Meaeye may be withdrawnT EreM ��Me �e -t!.�me�

in order to pay the prizes offered only upon cert1fication to
the Department of Legal Affairs of the name of the winner 2!:

:ZS

w1nners and the amount of the prize and el!' the value thereof.

27

surety bond in lieu of the trust account, the amount of the

26

2.

!£ the operator of a game promotion obtains a

28

surety bond shall equal at all times the total amount' of the

29

prizes offered.

30

31

(b)

The Department of Legal Affairs may waive the

provisions of this subsection for any operator who has

34-544A-83
1
2

consecutive years and who has not had any civil, criminal, or

3

ad.m1n1strat1ve action instituted against him by the Department

4

of Legal Affairs for violation of this section within that 5-

5

year period.

6

of a violation of this section by such OEerator as determined

7

by the Department of Legal Affairs.

8

•

conducted game promot1on5 1n the state for not less than 5

(5)

Such waiver may be revoked upon the commission

Every operator of e�eH a game promotion who must

10

the Department of Legal Affairs with a certified lH,t of

11

d�eeieee te ��e p�Bi�e ��e names and addresses of all persons,

12

Whether from Florida or from another state, who have won

13

prizes having a value of more than $25, the value of such

14

prizes, and the dates when the prizes were won 7 ey p1::1.l!!,:h.ea�:!:el'l

17

e�e�a�e8� w1th1n 60 ae days after such winners have been

18

finally determined.

19

charge, a copy of the list of winners to any person who

The operator shall provide, without

20

requests the same from the operator A ee���f:!:e� i:!:e% �fie�e�f

22

A£fa��e.

23

for a period of 90 69 days after the close or completion of

24

such game.

25

{6}

All w1nn1ng entries shall be held by the operator

The Department of tegal Affairs shall keep the

26

cert1f1ed list of winners for a period of at least 6 months

27

after receipt of the certified list.

28

thereafter may dispose of all records and lists.

29

{7}

The department

No operator shall force, directly or indirectly, a

30

lessee, agent, or franchise dealer to purchase or part1c1pate

31

1n any game promotion.

For the purpose of this section,

34-544A-83
1

coercion or force shall be presumed in these circumstances in

2

which a course of business extending over a period of 1 year

3

or longer 1s materially changed co1nc1dent with a failure or

4

refusal of a lessee, agent, or franchise dealer to participate

s

in such game promotions.

6

be presumed when an operator advertises generally that game

7

promot1ons are available at 1ts lessee dealers or agent

8

dealers.

9

(8)(a)

Such force or coercion shall further

The Attorney General shall have the power to

10

promulgate such rules and regulations respecting the operation

ll

of game promot1ons as he may deem advisable

12

(b )

Whenever the Department of Legal Affairs has

13

reason to believe that such a game promotion is being operated

14

in v1olat1on of this section, it may bring an action 1n the

15

circuit court of any 1udicial circuit in which the game 1s

16

being operated, S���em� ee��E in the name and on behalf of the

17

people of the state against any operator thereof to enjoin the

18

continued operation anywhere w1th1n the state of such game

19

promotion.

20

(c)

An action for v1olat1on of th1s section may be

21

instituted by the Department of Legal Affairs in the name of

22

the people of the state; and 1n any such action, the

23

department shall exercise all of the powers and perform all

24

the duties which any state attorney would otherwise be

25

authorized to exercise or to perform therein

26

(9){a)

Any person, firm, corporation, or assoc1at1on

27

or agent or employee thereof who engages in any acts or

2B

practices stated 1n this section to be unlawful, or who

29

violates any of the rules and regulations of the Attorney

30

General made pursuant to this section, is guilty of a

31
6
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misdemeanor of the second degree, punishable as prov1ded in s
2

775.082 or s
(b)

3

77S 083
Any person, firm, corporat1on, assoc1at1on, agent,

4

or employee who violates any prav1s1on of this section or any

5

of the rules and regulations of the Attorney General made

6

pursuant to th1s section shall oe liable to a civil penalty of

7

not mare than $1,000 for each such v1olat1on, which shall

a
9

accrue to the state and may be recovered 1n a c1v1l action
brought by the Department of Legal Affairs.
(10)

10

This section shall not apply to a game promotion

ll

conducted in less than three retail outlets or at places where

12

such game promotion may be played or participated 1n by the

13

public,

14

actions or transactions regulated by the Department of

15

Business Regulation or to act1v1t1es of nonprofit

This section does not He�R��g fiep��� eftaii apply to

16

organizations or any other organization engaged 1n any

17

enterprise other than the sale of consumer products or

18

seerv1ces.

19

Section 2.

This act shall take effect July 1, 1983

20
21
22
23
24
25
26
27
28
'-9

SENATE SUMMARY
Prohibits game, operators from requiring an entry fee or
proof of purchase as a condition for game entry. Exempts
eertain game promotions from reg1stiation requirements
Requires game operators to pay a nonrefundable f1l1ng
fee. Requires financial 1nst1tutions holding game
promotion trust accounts and ga�e operators who obtain a
surety bond in lieu of establishing a trust account to
file certain 1nformat1on with the Department of Legal
Affairs. Provides methods for informing the puol1c of
prizes offered and prize winners and extends the f1l1ng
deadline for such information. Transfers Jurisdiction
over violations of game promotion laws from the Supreme
Court to the c1rcu1t court.

30
31
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SUMMARY:
A.

Present Situation:
A game promotion includes a contest, game of chance, or gift
enterprise in which the elements of chance and a prize are
present. Section 849.094, F.S., specifies that it is unlawful
for an operator of a game promotion, in connection with the
promot1on or sale of consumer products or services, to:
manipulate or rig the game promotion or predetermine the
winner; arbitrarily remove, disqualify, disallow, or reject any
entry; fail to award the prizes; or use any false, deceptive,
or misleading advertising.
All operators of game promotions, except those game promotions
conducted in less than 3 retail outlets, must file certain
documents and information with the Department of Legal Affairs
at least 30 days in advance of commencement of the game
promotion. The documents and information required are: a copy
of the rules and regulations of the game; a list of the prizes
and prize categories; and a copy of a certificate of deposit
indicating the balance of a trust account or a surety bond to
guarantee that funds are available to purchase the prizes
offered. The department may waive the bond or trust account
requirement in certain cases. The statute does not provide for
a filing fee.
Operators of game promotions must disclose to the public the
names, addresses, and other information of persons who win
prizes having values in excess of $25. The disclosure must be
made by publication in a newspaper of general circulation in
any local geographic areas where the game was played,
maintained, or operated. The disclosure must be made within 30
days after determination of the winners. A certified list of
the winners must also be filed with the department.
Section 849.094, F.S., provides that the department may bring
actions for injunctive relief in the Supreme Court.

B.

Effect of Proposed Changes:
The definition of game promotion is changed to clarify that any
game promotion conducted in Florida must comply with s.
849.094, F.S. In addition, new language is inserted to make it
unlawful for an operator of a game promotion to require any
entry fee, payment, or purchase as a condition for entering a
game promotion.
Only those game promotions where the value of the prizes is
greater than $5,000 and the game promotion is conducted in 3 or
more retail outlets must register and file information with the
Department of Legal Affairs. If a trust account is
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established, an officer of the financial 1nst1tut1on where the
account is located must supply the following information to the
department: amount of the trust account, identity of the
individual establishing the account, and the name of the game
promot1on for which the account has been established.
A $100 non-refundable filing fee is added, The revenues
collected under this provision must be deposited into the
Consumer Frauds Trust Fund for enforcement of this section and
other authorized purposes.
A new method of disclosing the winners to the public is
included in the bill. A certified list of all winners shall be
provided by the operator of the game promotion to the
department within 60 days. The operator must also supply,
without charge, a copy of this list to any person so
requesting.
The circuit court is given jurisdiction for injunctive actions
by the department •
II.

ECONOMIC IMPACT AND FISCAL NOTE:
A.

Public:
Persons who participate in game promotions would no longer be
required to expend any funds to enter these games.
Operators of game promotions which include prizes valued at
$5,000 or less would no longer bear the cost of compliance with
this section, particularly the establishment of a trust account
or the cost of a surety bond, which cost would depend on the
value of the prizes offered. Those game promotions which have
prizes in excess of $5,000 would, in addition to the present
costs, also pay a non-refundable filing fee of $100 per game.
However, operators would no longer bear the expenses of
publishing a list of winners in local newspapers. This savings
could be substantial when game promotions are carried out over
a large geographical area.

B.

Government:
According to the Department of Legal Affairs, approximately 800
game promotions are registered each year; thus the state should
receive approximately $80,000 in additional revenues. This
money would be deposited in a trust fund for enforcement of
this section and other activities which are related to the
prevention of consumer fraud.

III.

COMMENTS:
An identical bill, HB 145, has been introduced in the House this
year.

IV.

AMENDMENTS:
None.
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Present Situation:
A game promotion includes a contest, game of chance, or gift
enterprise in which the elements of chance and a prize are
present. Section 849.094, F.S., specifies that it is unlawful
for an operator of a game promotion, in connection with the
promotion or sale of consumer products or services, to:
manipulate or rig the game promotion or predetermine the
winner; arbitrarily remove, disqualify, disallow, or reject any
entry; fail to award the prizes; or use any false, deceptive,
or misleading advertising.
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SUMMARY:
A.
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BILL NO. AND SPONSOR:

SUBJECT:

I.

ACTION

REFERENCE

;::..

All operators of game promotions, except those game promotions
conducted in less than 3 retail outlets, must file certain
documents and information with the Department of Legal Affairs
at least 30 days in advance of commencement of the game
promotion. The documents and information required are: a copy
of the rules and regulations of the game; a list of the prizes
and prize categories; and a copy of a certificate of deposit
indicating the balance of a trust account or a surety bond to
guarantee that funds are available to purchase the prizes
off ered. The department may waive the bond or trust account
requirement in certain cases. The statute does not provide for
a filing fee .
Operators of game promotions must disclose to the public the
names, addresses, and other information of persons who win
prizes having values in excess of $25. The disclosure must be
made by publication in a newspaper of general circulation in
any local geographic areas where the game was played,
maintained, or operated. The disclosure must be made within 30
days after determination of the winners. A certified list of
the winners must also be filed with the department •
Section 849.094, F.S., provides that the department may bring
actions for injunctive relief in the Supreme Court •
B.

Effect of Proposed Changes:
The definition of game promotion is changed to clarify that any
game promotion conducted in Florida must comply with s •
849.094, F.S. In addition, new language is inserted to make it
unlawful for an operator of a game promotion to require any
entry fee, payment, or purchase as a condition for entering a
game promotion.
Only those game promotions where the value of the prizes is
greater than $5,000 and the game promotion is conducted in 3 or
more retail outlets must register and file information with the
Department of Legal Affairs. If a trust account is
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established, an officer of the financial institution where the
account is located must supply the following information to the
department: amount of the trust account, identity of the
individual establishing the account, and the name of the game
promotion for which the account has been established.
A $100 non-refundable filing fee is added. The revenues
collected under this provision must be deposited into the
Consumer Frauds Trust Fund for enforcement of this section and
other authorized purposes.
A new method of disclosing the winners to the public is
included in the bill. A certified list of all winners shall be
provided by the operator of the game promotion to the
department within 60 days. The operator must also supply,
without charge, a copy of this 11st to any person so
requesting.
The circuit court is given jurisdiction for injunctive actions
by the department.
II.

ECONOMIC IMPACT AND FISCAL NOTE:
A.

Public:
Persons who participate in game promotions would no longer be
required to expend any funds to enter these games.
Operators of game promotions which include prizes valued at
$5,000 or less would no longer bear the cost of compliance with
this section, particularly the establishment of a trust account
or the cost of a surety bond, which cost would depend on the
value of the prizes offered. Those game promotions which have
prizes in excess of $5,000 would, in addition to the present
costs, also pay a non-refundable filing fee of $100 per game.
However, operators would no longer bear the expenses of
publishing a list of winners in local newspapers. This savings
could be substantial when game promotions are carried out over
a large geographical area.

B.

Government:
According to the Department of Legal Affairs, approximately 800
game promotions are registered each year; thus the state should
receive approximately $80,000 in additional revenues. This
money would be deposited in a trust fund for enforcement of
this section and other activities which are related to the
prevention of consumer fraud.

III.

COMMENTS:
An identical bill, HB 145, has been introduced in the House this
year.

IV.

AMENDMENTS:
#1 by ECCA: Deletes the exemption for game promotions conducted in
less than three retail outlets or at places where game promotions
may be played or participated in by the public.
#2 by ECCA: In regard to notifying winners of game promotions,
operators may, in addition to notifying the Department of Legal
Affairs, either publish a list of winners in a newspaper of general
circulation or provide, without charge, a copy of the list to any
person who requests it.
#3 by ECCA: Provides that operators of game promotions who
register under s. 849.094, F.S., must comply with the requirements
for notification of winners •
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#4 by ECCA: Allows operators of game promotions 90 days within
which to provide a certified list of winners to the Department of
Legal Affairs and comply with the other notification requirements
of this section�

..

•

SB 0682

SENh_� COMMITTEE AMENDMENT

HB

No.�--��(favorably)

The Committee on .....ECCA•...•••..•••• recommended the following
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SUMMARY:
A.

Present Situation:
A game promotion includes a contest, game of chance, or gift
enterprise in which the elements of chance and a prize are
present. Section 849.094, F.S., specifies that it is unlawful
for an operator of a game promotion, in connection with the
promotion or sale of consumer products or services, to:
manipulate or rig the game promotion or predetermine the
winner; arbitrarily remove, disqualify, disallow, or reject any
entry; fail to award the prizes; or use any false, deceptive,
or misleading advertising.
All operators of game promotions, except those game promotions
conducted in less than 3 retail outlets, must file certain
documents and information with the Department of Legal Affairs
at least 30 days in advance of commencement of the game
promotion. The documents and information required are: a copy
of the rules and regulations of the game; a list of the prizes
and prize categories; and a copy of a certificate of deposit
indicating the balance of a trust account or a surety bond to
guarantee that funds are available to purchase the prizes
offered. The department may waive the bond or trust account
requirement in certain cases. The statute does not provide for
a filing fee.
Operators of game promotions must disclose to the public the
names, addresses, and other information of persons who win
prizes having values in excess of $25. The disclosure must be
made by publication in a newspaper of general circulation in
any local geographic areas where the game was played,
maintained, or operated. The disclosure must be made within 30
days after determination of the winners. A certified list of
the winners must also be filed with the department.
Section 849.094, F.S., provides that the department may bring
actions for injunctive relief in the Supreme Court.

B.

Effect of Proposed Changes:
The definition of game promotion is changed to clarify that any
game promotion conducted in Florida must comply withs.
849.094, F.S. In addition, new language is inserted to make it
unlawful for an operator of a game promotion to require any
entry fee, payment, or purchase as a condition for entering a
game promotion.
Only those game promotions where the va lue of the prizes is
greater than $5,000 and the game promotion is conducted in 3 or
more retail outlets must register and file information with the
Department of Legal Affairs, If a trust account is
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established, an officer of the financial institution where the
account 1s located must supply the following information to the
department: a mount of the trust account, identity of the
individual establishing the account, and the name of the game
promotion for which the account has been established.
A $100 non-refundable filing fee is added. The revenues
collected under this provision must be deposited into the
Consumer Frauds Trust Fund for enforcement of this section and
other authorized purposes.
A new method of disclosing the winners to the public is
included in the bill. A certified list of all winners shall be
provided by the operator of the game promotion to the
department within 60 days. The operator must also supply,
without charge, a copy of this list to any person so
requesting.
The circuit court is given jurisdiction for injunctive actions
by the department.
II.

ECONOMIC IMPACT AND FISCAL NOTE:
A.

Public:
Persons who participate in game promotions would no longer be
required to expend any funds to enter these games.
Operators of game promotions which include prizes valued at
$5,000 or less would no longer bear the cost of compliance with
this section, particularly the establishment of a trust account
or the cost of a surety bond, which cost would depend on the
value of the prizes offered. Those game promotions which have
prizes in excess of $5,000 would, in addition to the present
costs, also pay a non-refundable filing fee of $100 per game.
However, operators would no longer bear the expenses of
publishing a list of winners in local newspapers. This savings
could be substantial when game promotions are carried out over
a large geographical area.

B.

Government:
According to the Department of Legal Affairs, approximately 800
game promotions are registered each year; thus the state should
receive approximately $80,000 in additional revenues. This
money would be deposited in a trust fund for enforcement of
this section and other activities which are related to the
prevention of consumer fraud.

III.

COMMENTS:
Many o� the provisions contained 1n this bill, or similar
provisions, are 1n CS/HB 145, which was passed by the Legislature.
CS/HB 145 was signed by the Officers of the House and Senate and
presented to the Governor on June 6, 1983.

IV.

AMENDMENTS:
il by ECCA: Deletes the exemption for game promotions conducted in
less than three retail outlets or at places where game promotions
may be played or participated in by the public.
i2 by ECCA: In regard to notifying winners of game promotions,
operators may, in addition to notifying the Department of Legal
Affairs, either publish a list of winners in a newspaper of general
circulation or provide, without charge, a copy of the list to any
person who requests it.
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i3 by ECCA: Provides that operators of game promotions who
register under s. 849.094, F.S., must comply with the requirements
for notification of winners •
#4 by ECCA: Allows operators of game promotions 90 days within
which to provide a certified list of winners to the Department of
Legal Affairs and comply with the other notif1cat1on requirements
of this section •

